
 

PHAT DOAN 
Software Developer 

Washington, D.C. 

616.406.8763 

phatdoan@yahoo.com 

pistolphat.github.io 

Self-disciplined, highly resourceful, and simplistic. 

My commitment is to connect people and technology - seamlessly together.  

Driven by the dedication to help others and making life simpler and easier, I am 

able to persevere and overcome all adversities. 

 
 
EXPERIENCE 
 
General Assembly | Washington, DC | Web Development Immersive 
Graduate 
Dec  2018 - Mar 2019 

- Completed Web Development Immersive program that focused on real-world application                     

that utilized the modern programming languages -  JavaScript and Python. 

- Planned and developed a portfolio of projects that utilized the modern programming best                           

practices, tools, and methodologies. 

 
Whole Foods Market | Washington, DC | Store Scanning Specialist 

June  2015 - PRESENT 

- Maintained overall 99.5% pricing integrity and accuracy based on corporate policies. 

- Ensured monthly ad audit of more than 1000+ products  for pricing accuracy and signage. 

- Excelled in providing numerous customer experiences and team member support. 

- Supported Amazon’s flagship Prime Now program rollout at DC location. 

 
Meijer Inc. | Grand Rapids, MI |  Retail IT Store Support 

Apr 2003 - Nov 2014 

- Intermediary between corporate and store I.T.  to ensure timely implementation and 

inventory of NCR hardware, Motorola telecoms, and other business equipment. 

- Performed multiple pricing reports and weekly ad audits to ensure integrity and 100% 

accuracy of 1000’s of products,  pricing and weekly promotions. 

- Demonstrated excellent interpersonal skills and a commitment to customer service that 

were consistently praised by customers, team members, and store leadership. 

 

EDUCATION 
 

General Assembly | Washington, DC  | Mar 2019 
Web Development Immersive Program 
 
Grand Valley State University | Grand Rapids, Michigan  | Dec 2011 

Seidman School of Business 
Bachelor of Business Administration (B.B.A) 

SKILLS 
JavaScript | React 

HTML5 | CSS3 

Python | Django 

Node.js | MongoDB 
Express | OOP | MVC 

Bootstrap | Materialize 
SaSS | PuG | Parcel 

Github | Git workflow 

PostgreSQL | NoSQL 

Heroku | Atlas | MLABS | 
Postman | Deployments 

RESTful APIs | HTTP 
requests | AJAX 

Wireframes | User Stories  

Slack | Zoom 

 
 

Projects 
 
Classbank 

Simple searchable database for 

General Assembly’s lessons, 

labs, homework, and projects. 

 

Just Exercise  

React application to create and 

organize exercise activities. 

 
Dad Jokes 

Fun application that request API 

calls for hilarious jokes. 

 
Matching Trivia 

Mini game that challenge Users 

to match exotic fruits. 

 
Sharecipes 

Full stack application that 

enables Users to create and 

share cooking recipes. 

 

mailto:phatdoan@yahoo.com
http://classbank.surge.sh/
http://just-exercise.surge.sh/
http://dad-jokes.surge.sh/
https://pistolphat.github.io/Project-1-Trivia-of-Exotic-Fruits/
https://sharecipes.herokuapp.com/

